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When peering down the microscope for the first fciir.e. even 

at a simple structure like a blade of grass, one is struck by 

the unfamiliar image one is seeing. The large ridnes and valleys 

having protrusions, even the .jrecn color, is now distributee in 

globular form. It takes awhili for a ^T.I-JI proci-ss to ripen, 

to si2e up relations, am! und.-rsi^nc that or.o set-s a si^pie cellular 

structure. 

In this report we will try to describe both the instrument 

and some of the "images" now fornintj under such $ deep look into 

a subnuclear world. whether L[;v simplicity c-r cLarfty will an.-v,;c, 

is too early to tell. We are just ta^inrc a "first look". 



At the tirr.u of ttus writing most "t the above experiments 

jrc report .ni,' preliminary results; should the situation or result 

ciianJO we note- to amend this report .ccordingly. 

II. Accelerator and expérimental Areas 

To sizg up 'he accelerator allow me to take a "geographic 

view" or this man-made instrument. Figure 1 is a Skylab satelite 

view of the Chicago metropolitan area on the shores of Lake 

Michi-an. Where city stops and Illinois prairies begin is not 

easy to tell. But clearly discernible is a circle of the 

accelerator as seen from ^ 40 km above. The next picture. Fig. 2, 

taken from a plane (T- 3 km) shows some detail of the Main Ring 

structure and the beam lines pointing north-east. The circle 

is 2 kn; diameter and what is visible above ground is the circular 

water pond used for cooling, and the service road next to it. 

The accelerator itself is buried ^ 25 feet underground and covered 

with a 10 foot birm now covered with grass. Note the small circle 

appended at the north-west point—it is the B GeV Booster which 

injects protons into the Main Ring. In size it is comparable 

to the 30 GeV accelerator in Brookhaven or the 28 GeV accelerator 

at CERN P.S. For a closer view yet, taken from a helicopter 

(500 m) , Fig. 3., one gets a view of ..he flat Illinois prairie 

where the farmland is broken by the accelerator structures. The 

prominent building is the 16-story central laboratory used for 

office and lab space. A still closer view (Pig. 4) shows the 

Booster circle with Booster pond, central lab, and a part of the 

Main Ring pond. The green grassy birm covers the main synchrotron, 

and three grassy branches of the same kind cover the emerging proton 



Learn lines on theit way to the expérimental areas. 

The sizes of the structures shown on the preceding pnotogr^p.is 

illustrate the caveat of an easily taken mental exercise of letting 

S ' <*>: center of mass energy squared approaching asimptopia. We 

are at a mere 800 GeV J How much further can we go? So much for 

geography. In fact, the view seen by users (visiting and local 

physicsits) is not like that: it is most probably a leaky pit, 

gravel roads, underground tunnels, and lots of mud. (Ours is .net 

a chrome-plated microscope--but it works nevertheless). 

The operating performance at the present time, based on 

the last three month average, is: 

1) Machine runs 60-80% cf the scheduled time, ^ 100 hr/wk. 

2) Average intensity is ^ 6-8 x 10 , peak intensity reached 

is 1 x 1 0 1 3 . 

3) Pep rate: 1 sec flat for every 6 sec at 300 GeV and 

0.75 sec flat top every 8.5 sec at 400 GeV. 

4) Extraction efficiency 97.5%. 

what of reaching higher intensity and higher energy? Let 

us examine the balance of protons at each major step during 

acceleration: 

i) 750 KeV Cockroft-Walton injects -v 10 piotons/puJse 

15 pulses/sec £ .15 :isec 12 pulses total = 1.2 x 10 

ii) Linac accelerates to 200 MeV and injects into Booster 

15 pulses/sec. Total of 12 pulses @ 6 x 10 =7.2 x 10 

iii) Booster accelerates to S GeV repents 15 pulses/sec 

12 pulses every 6 sec. 1.3 x 10 
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ii'! M.im Ring accelerates to 3D0 GeV 12 booster 

cuises once every 6 soc. O.B-1.0 X 10 

1! one defines as transmission efficiency the injected 

bva.T! accelerated beam tor every major device, then the corres

ponding transmission efficiencies are listed as Linac 60-70%, 

Docstc: 17-25*. and Main Ring 60-80%. It is clear that main 

gains are to be gotten out of the Booster. The problem is not 

so straightforward as it .=eems. At every stage emit tance and 

acceptance have to l,c properly matched so that the Booster 

enittance has to match acceptance of the Main Ringt Linac momentum 

spread has to be small to match the Booster injection condition, 

etc. 

At the time of this writing we consider that our operating 

intensity is 8 x 10 ppp. At the time of the delivery of this 

report (Sept. 1974) we expect to double that. To reach the design 

intensity of 5 x 10 and higher, many problems have to be over

come: Beam RF loading, possible unforeseen space charge limita

tions, beam guide field interaction [tune change). At the 

5 x 10 intensity, the injected beam represents 0.5 amp D.C. 

current to fap compared with 80 amps injection field magnet 

excitation current. In fact, aince the beam is injected RP 

bunched, the current in the Main Ring is strongly modulated 

with 10 amps peaks every 20 ns. These are beam densities never 

yet encountered in circular accelerators. All we have to offer 

are our hopes and optimism based on previous performance as illus

trated in Fig. 5. it is interesting to note that as a thermo 

dynamic machine the accelerator is not abysmally inefficient. For 



a beam of a few tines 10 accelerated protons to 300 GeV, beam 

power amounts to "-1MW. The total electrical energy expanded 

is 2: 40-50 MW. Thus, overall efficiency as a thermo dynamic 

engine is ">. 2%. Of course, a major fraction, i.e., 90% is 

expanded to a magnet guide field which does no acceleration. 

Taking only the RF energy expanded, the efficiency figure is 

better: ^ 20%. Not bad for a non-combustion engine! 

Reaching 450 GeV or perhaps 500 GeV is a twofold problem 

ai Whether the "quality" of the magnetic guide field remains 

sufficient to support the beam ac 5G0 GeV, and b) whether peak 

loads extended to the electrical network of the large metropolitan 

and industrial area of Chicago can be sufficiently smoothed over 

so that the overall ripple does not exceep ^ 1%. As you see, 

our accelerator is supplied directly from the mains of the electrical 

network and not through the intermediary storage in the form of 

the very massive fly wheex, as has been commonly done in the 

previous accelerators. The 500 GeV magnet cycle has a peak load 

of 400 MW and it takes substantial smoothing over! A capacitor 

bank has been built and indeed tried successfully. The peak field 

reached was £ 475 GeV. The previously mentioned obstacle under 

(a) may be only guessed at. The original 200 GeV design called 

for the peak magnetic field of 9 kG;at 400 GeV the peak field is 

obviously 18 kG; to reach 500 GeV the field has to be 22.5 kG. 

Clearly, substantial scaturations take place but previous measure

ments indicate that there are a few mm of "good" magnet aperture 

left. 
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So far, wo have not dealt with any detail of the accelerator. 

Perhaps sorni? experimenters' views of t "ie machine are tha'; of a 

"black box" with beam pipes sticking <ut, out of which particles 

emerge. As a compromise, we wiil inscribe briefly the syste::. as 

seer, by protons on their way to ^he place of use-—experiments and 

targets. 

CocfcrofL-Wê.lton and Linac 

This is a short leg of the travel of some 200 meters. Once 

stripped of the electrons by an arc of a duo-plasmotron ior. source, 

the protons are "falling" in the static field of 750 kV and after 

electrostatic and some magnetic focusing encounter 9 Linac tanks. 

These are 200 MHz excited cavities -v 1 m i.i diameter and some 15 m 

long. Each cavity contains drift tubes provided with pulsed 

quadrupcle magnets so matched that while traveling inside these 

tubes the effect of the opposite field is avoided. Th« final 

energy is 200 MeV and the bunch structure that of the 200 MHz RF. 

The single burst (pulse duration) of the Linac is •>» 12 us sec, and 

the time spent on this leg is ^ 1 psec. 

Booster 

The 200 MeV transfer line with some *v. 50 elements of focusing 

and bending provides the path into the Booster. The Booster is 

a magnetic circular racetrack i 480 m circumference. It is a rapid 

cycling (15 Hz) integrated function synchrotron. The beam donut 

is an *- 7 cm diameter pipe with 12 RF cavities (accelerating 

stations). After coasting and debunching at* the injection field 

of a few hundred gauss, protons are recaptured by the adiabatic 

turning of the RF field. The frequency modulation is fron -v 30 
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to 53 MHz. There are thus formed 86 RF buckets or "sausages" each 

- 60 cm long and 2 cm in diameter racing around the Booster. At 

every turn,0.4 MeV of energy is gained and after 33 ras and 20,000 

tur.is the peak Booster energy is attained: B GeV. The total 

traveled distance is 9,600 km. 

Main Ring 

A system of fast pulsing septa (rise time "\> 10 ns) deflect 

the accelerated Booster beam and in one turn extract all 86 

(more accurately 85) RF buckets and through a complicated transfer 

channel (8 GeV line) inject them into the Main Ring. The injection 

field now established in the ring by some 720 bending dipoles and 

about 200 quadrupoles is low: 360 Gauss. The point of injection 

into the Main Ring is the very same are» v/here the extraction shall 

occur after reaching the peak energy. Th\s place is one of the 

six magnet-free straight sections, 55 m long and dignified by the 

name: Transfer Hall. One booster pulse—the train of some BO RF 

bunches is only 1/13 of the total circumference long. Thus protons 

of the first Booster batch have to coast at this low field while 

the remaining 12/13 of the ring gets filled. The Booster thus has 

to inject 13 (commonly 12) times until the whole of the ring is 

occupied by RF bunches. When full, the Main Ring contains some 

one thousand of these. This process involves some tricky synchron

ization. Namely, the first B6 RF buckets travel 5/6 of the 

circumference (16.5 usee) until they reach the 15 EF cavities of 

the RF station in the Main Ring. The Main aing RF frequency is 

the same as that of the Booster at 8 GeV, that is 52.3 MHz. It 

is, and has to be, precisely phase-locked to within a fraction of 
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a nsoc te tht? Booster RF. liut now for * he next Booster jmlsc 

the roles reverse: it is the Main Ri r r HF which dictates at 

what frequency the Booster extractic . is to occur, cogged 

precisely so that proper ionaifji'.. rial steering will happen. 

The whole Main Ring stacking lasts 0.8 sec cr 40,ago turns. 

The acceleration can now begin. At an energy gain of 2 HeV/ 

turn derived from 15 RF cavities every second, 100 GeV is 

imparted to all protons. (Each turn around the machine lasts 

•- 20 -sec.) Beside the ^*i.n guiding field of dipoles and 

q'aadrupolcs, numerous (few hundred) other smaller magnets 

nudge and keep protons on the right track: correction 'Jipoles, 

skew quads, sextupoles and octupoles. These are doing a very 

good job--ef all the protons injected only **- 10% are lost before 

reaching the top of the field ramp. Most of these losses occur 

very early in the cycle during the coasting and stacking period. 

At 400 GeV, protons have completed 240,000 turns or traveled a 

distance of 1,500,000 km (a distance longer than a round trip 

to the moon). 

Extraction and switchyard 

Extraction of protons from the Main Ring can occur in 

several modes: 

±) Past single turn extraction: 20 Msec. 

2) Fast resonant extraction: 100-300 vsec. 

3) Slow resonant extraction: 1 sec long spill. 

In fact, extraction can proceed in a mixture of ell of 

these modes and it commonly does. Superimposed on the slow spill 

3-4 times during one second a small fraction (£ 1%) of the beam is 



extracted faster (fast resonant uxt.ract.ioos) and sent to the 

bubble chambers while at the o.nd a large fraction (of*.en bO-SC'o 

of the beam is single-turn extracted and sent to the neutrino 

experiments. In the extraction lines. Switchyard, the beim is 

time-divided into appropriate pieces or just simply s^acc-diviued, 

split and diverted to the corresponding of the three external 

f* :eas. Quite novel in this use are the electrostatic septa--a 

string of 50 \i thick Tantalum or Tungsten wires 1 mm apart and 

3-6 m long. The electric field has a gradient of n- 100 kV/cm 

and deflects such energetic beam minutely: "- 1 minute of arc 

(0.2 mrad) but sufficiently enough to allow protons to clear the 

septa of subsequently more powerful magnetic channels. There 

are five of these precision a^Lgned electrostatic septa now in 

use; one in the extraction channel of the Main Ring and the 

remaining four serving as splitting stations dividing and 

fractioning the beam into experimental areas. 

For those who view the preceding description of the accelerator 

as a black box it is sufficient to mention that in any mode, slow or 

fast, beam is always RF bunched with 50 MHz RF structure; 2 ns 

long bunches, 20 ns apart. Such frequency is deliberately chosen 

so as not to significantly impede the counter experiments having 

at present 100 MHz counting and sorting electronics. Apart from 

the RF structure the spill has some 30-50Î modulation (ripple 

structure) accounting for fO-70% duty cycle during 1 sec spill. 

This structure, although not absent at the present time, is 

steadily being improved. 

This1 complex system: Linac, Booster, Main Ring, ai.l 

http://uxt.ract.ioos
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Switchyard is watched and controled from one single location. 

A few operators (normally 4) control, monitor, and direct the 

whole operations from a rather small control rocm. The whole 

control system is computerized and uses three l<:rge computers and 

a battery of smaller computers dedicated in real time to the 

monitoring and control of a specific device. The enormous flex

ibility and adaptability to experimenters' demands is in large 

measure due to the control system. Often, however, severe 

frustrations and penalties are paid due to the "program bugs"— 

well known to those who work with computers. But the potential 

of the controls sytem is great and it is easy to imagine 

self-monitoring and self-tuning of the running accelerator to be 

wholly under computer control. 

Experimental Areas 

The view of the experimental areas is shown in Fig. 6. 

These are the three external beam areas. The fourth area, 

the Internal Target Area, is not in this photograph. The longest, 

tangentially located line is the Neutrino Area, to the left is 

the Proton Area, and to the right is the Meson Area. All three 

areas can receive the beam simultaneously. Let U B briefly describe 

the Neutrino Area(Fig. 7 ) : Located about 2 km away from the accelerato 

it gets the neutrinos from the dec.-.y of pions and mesons generated 

by the protons impinging on a target 1.5 km upstream. After 

hitting the target, protons create a multitude of kaons and pions. 

These are allowed to decay in a 400 m long 1.5 m diameter evacuated 

tunnel <pipe). One can arrange to collect the other secondaries, 

muons, and thus obtain an intense muon beam of energies up to the 

primary bombarding energy at i* 400 GeV. Neutrino beam* fllffor 



depending on their preparations and purpose. The wide band beam 
i.3 a continuous spectrum of neutrinos and anti-neutrinos falling 
• iff exponentially in intensity from 10 GeV. A focusing horn c<*n 
enhance the neutrinos or anti-neutrinos depending on whether it 
is set to focus positive or negative secondaries. Finally, one 
can transport only a momentum band of pions and kaons of a given 
charge and as a result of decay kinematics obtain a dichromatic-
neutrino beam, i.e., two energy related bands of neutrinos. A 
1000 m of earth shielding is sufficient for 400 GeV and some 
additions of iron would extend the capability to 500 GeV. Finally, 
a few hadrons can be channeled off and transported to the two 
bubble chambers at the end of the line: 30" (75 cm diameter) and 
15 foot (4.57m). Both chambers are operational and took physics 
pictures. There are now two neutrinos and two muon experiments 
set up in this area besides the two bubble chamber experiments. 

In the Proton Area (Fig. 8) the primary beam is brought 
directly into three underground pits by splitting it three ways. 
The more or less rain-proof excavations contain physics equipment: 
magnets and counters, in one of these pits the primary protons 
will make electrons which in turn will make gamma rays. These 
will be made into a "tagged" photon beam of energies far exceeding 
the present electron machine energies. Four experiments are set 
up there and are taking data. 

In the Meson Area (Fig. 9) six beam lines share a common target. 
Four of these secondary beam lines are for charged secondaries, 
pions, kaonsr and anti-protons, while two are neutral particle 
beams: neutrons or K mesons. Being the first area to be 
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designed, it was made to conform to 200 Ge1. beam. Later it was 

upgraded so that now 300 GeV primary beam is targeted while a 

few of the secondary beams can reach -80 iîeV. It is a busy area 

wit» eleven experiments being set up in it. 

Finally, we have the Interna^. Tajge_c Area which should 

better be called the Internal Interaction Area. Thanks to the 

inovation by a Soviet (USSR) team under V. Nikitin and A. Kuznetsov, 

it emjlays a hydrogen j< target. The stream of precooled hydrogen 

is squirted through the accelerated beam. The cryo-pumping 

collects the hyù.ogen so that the main accelerator vacuum is not 

contaminated. The thinness of the gas stream is compensated by 

multiple transversals, so that the luminosity is 100 times above 

34 35 

that of ISR (10 -10 ) . That is, the number of beam gas inter

actions is 10 -10 interactions/sec. There are four experiments 

set up there. 

The overall picture of the experiments now on the floor/ so 

to speak (some are under), can best be gotten from Fig. 7. This 

is a disposition of experiments as of D e c , 1973. With seme 

changes it is similar to the present picture. One sees some 24 

experiments engaged at the accelerator. Up to 14 are taking data 

simultaneously. With some *» 20 experiments already completed, 

it is an impressive raster. However, with some 300 experimental 

proposals received and more than 100 approved, the waiting line 

is pretty long. Only time and experience will show how this 

relatively young experimental program can reach an equilibrium. 
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III. Experimental Program 

What are the "burning" issues of the high energy physics 
today? (At least those that buz.i this speaker). In hadron 
interactions one would 2 ike to know whether there are quarks or 
partons, or whatever fundamental building blocks of which the 
elementary particles are made of. What is the underlying structure 
of hadrons that makes the S03 model so successful? In weak 
interactions one would like to know whether there are W-mesons 
which one believes must mediate weak forces. Will weak interactions 
ever become comparable to strong? In E.H. interactions, are there 
monopoles? Are muons different from electrons? 

Well, none of these elusive particles "oosed" out in profusion 
when the first beams of a few hundr.-d GeV struck targets. Even 
some deliberate searches failed to discover quarks, W's, or 
monopoles. As a matter of fact, the first collisions of protons 
in the intersecting storage rings (ISR) at Cern, with much more 
energy available in the center of mass, showed us that we should 
not have high hopes. But it may be that we are not asking the 
proper questions and the elusive clarity is there but we do not 
know how to discern it. So, the second year of experiments at 
Fermilab will take a more cautious attitude and cover all areas 
of investigations in a very open-minded manner. We have to take 
a long hard look. 

Since the corresponding ISR energies, equivalent to some 
2000 GeV of the conventional accelerators, failed to produce 
instant surprises when protons hit protons, the Fermilab program is 
more complementary in nature and concentrates on areas which the 



TSR cannot ;!o. These ar*- neutrino i:.teractions, muon interactions, 

and meson interactions. In pp col-1 aions one can still do 

experiments that much higher available intensities allow us 

to do. 

It would be presumptuous of this writer to assume a 

raporteur's role and report on the yeneral ideas behind the 

whole of the experimental program. ïnus, we decided we would 

rather pick only a Tew of the experiments, one from each area, 

and describe these and their preliminary results in some 

detail. We hope that this choice can give you the flavor of 

the high energy research now going on. The choice is a vary 

subjective one, mostly based on experiments we are familiar 

with and also one of which I am a participant. At the time 

of this writing, perforce most results will be preliminary and 

will have tc be amended later. 
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" Bl.istj.- r-cattgring cj! _ , K_i._f-nd V_ _cr;_ protons ._F^7_ 

fnivcrsi ty oT r-*ic|i.'jriii, .".rgonnt , Pe-rmi lab, ai.O 

University uf Indi.ma '."ol laboration. 

Meson u L - M-l bean 

T'.i: apparatus of this experiment consists of a doubl." flrra 

spectr jraeter with momentum measurement in the forward ar.n. Th<? 

forwaid arm consists of a double nagnu-t 3.7 r total length with 

65.6 >G meters JUdl. The 200 GeV/c particles are bent by 10 mrac". 

î*artic.e trajectories are measured by three sets, of four each wire-

spark chanù.Ts. The drift distances arc 15 m in both deflected 

and undeflected legs. The incident beam is measured by two sets 

of scintillation counter hodoscopes defining the incident angle 

to 0.09 mrad and position to 1.5 mm. The momentum resolution 

in the forward arm is ' 0.5Î Ap/p. Sis c'.ambcrs define the 

particle in the recoil arm with no momenî-uro determination. To 

separate inelastic background, cuts are ir..ide in the missing mass, 

opening angle, and coplanarity. Employiny these criteria there 

is negligible background (--'1%). The momentum transfer range 

covered thus far is 0.05 < [tj < 1.2 (GeV/c) . This range is 

covered simultaneously; in fact, the acceptance is smooth, cut lo 

|t| = 4.0 (GeV/c) , but the limited statistics do not allow 

extrapolation to higher |t] at this time. 

Particle identification, separation of r,, K, and P, is m-ide 

easy by the use of two differential and one threshold gas Cerenkov 

counter. Two additional Cerenkov counters are also used ln-fore 

&ÏM*.'Mfâ& 



'.'.'. part LCIOS of one sign were measured simultaneously, 
tliui jliowinc for the cross check of the uniformity of acceptance 
c.v t -he covered 't1 range. 

A few of the prelininary results are shown in Pig. 10, 11. 
and 12 while the discussion is postponed until more results are 
obtained in the forthcoming runs. 

2) Total cross section measurement of n"K" and P" 
on protons and deuterons. E-104. Brookhaven 
Lab, Rockefeller University and Permilah 
Collaboration. Meson Area M-l beam. 

This apparatus is set up in the same beam, but in the 
other branch parallel to Experiment 7. This three-stage beam has 
a switching ngnet after the second focus so that beam can be 
sent left or right to the two experiments alternatively. 

The crucial piece of apparatus of this experiment is a 
1.8 m long precision made hydrogen-deuterium target. The tempera
ture of hydrogen is highly stabilized, so that minimum systematic 
error is made in determining liquid hydrogen density. A special 
catalyst ensures that ortho hydrogen is all converted to para 
hydrogen. Thq whole assembly is on a movable stage so that 
hydrogen, deuterium, and dummy-empty target runs can be carried 
out in rapid succession. Particle separation is done by two 
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separation up tc L!00 GcV/c (see Pj-;. 13). A ncasurerer.t •.: ."..-.• 

by an array of scintillation ccanters it: increasing siïi-s, th-.-

smallest being 1 en x 1 cm, An accurate extrapolation ca;. be 

made to df; -• 0. Several yc-tK of proroi tional wire chamber s zvr\-c 

the purpose of identifying one and --nly onu particle track ; or 

event. 

Some preliminary results are shown in Fiç-s. 14-19. The 

high precision of these data,even in the orelir.-.inary foci, indicate 

that all the cross sections arc rising except rp which is still 

falling up to 200 GeV/c. Whether this indicates an or-ser of 

new processes at a hundred GoV donain of energies is too early 

to tell. But it is fortunate that "things arc happening ir our 

backyard" already. 

3) Heutrino-anti-neutrino total cross sections 

I Caltech-Fermilab Collaboration- Neutrino 

i Lab. Expo "iment E-21. Dichromatic be.nn. 

; This is one of the first experiments set up at the F.rnulab 

and consequently shared our trials and tribulations of getting 

the accelerator going. The appartus consists of 70 tens of 

material, mostly Fc interspersed every -̂30 cm by scintillation 

counters and wire spark chambers. The detector is 1.8 m x 1.9 m 

cross section and 30 m long. At the end of it is a l.irge block 

of magnetized iron allowing for momentum (and sign) determination 

of y-mesons produced upstream in the detector. 

To measure the absolute neutrino cross sectio:) is a difficult 

-. ••l-^t^kitrXM;^^' .-.. ̂ Wr. *.';: .. •-. •>>• 



. ,• .i -*.?< th>> --fi ."t run jrii- .las '.' .'' » ne \'..t.- '.lUii'ibft o 1 

' :• .: J. i.'fi :;-. t:\L- . jr-or.tun L.1..J ..1 m.iijru.-tic channel. Only the 

•.••:•- zjv^it.i ,.i'ii-[:::iH • Ï T. .u:<_r E L I :I C I kaon [ercentayi: arc 

ji-tro-tf- o winn to the snail lateral cxtentior. -J t the d e t e c t o r . 

T h j ~ the r.uutnno are of two different energies -• 0.5 p or ~-

'^•° l \ '"here p is the charged beam transport m o m e n t u m (hence, 

the name dichromatic).Charged beam composition is measured in 

the separate runs by a gas Cerenkov c o u n t e r , and the number of 

particles by scintillation counters and ionizaticn c h a m b e r s . 

It is believed that by this dichromatic beam arrangement, much 

ambiguity is removed in m e a s u r e m n t of the neutrino s p e c t r a . 

Preliminary results of the rising cross section w i t h energy 

are shown in Fig. 2 0 . 

4) Elastic p-p and p-d scattering a t small m o m e n t u m 

transfers. D u b n a , F e r m i l a b , University of 

Rochester, Rockefeller University C o l l a b 

o r a t i o n . E x p e r i m e n t E - 3 6 , E-186 

Internal T a r g e t Lab 

First successfully used a t the Serpukhov a c c e l e r a t o r , 

this apparatus w a s b r o u g h t to the Fermilab by the o r i g i n a l group 

of Soviet s c i e n t i s t s . It is a hydrogen jet target, shown in F i g . 

2 1 , and the operation indicated in Fig. 2 2 . Such a thin t a r g e t , 

-7 3 
p = 10 g/cm , nevertheless, results in an interaction rate of 

a few times 10 /sec. It JISO has an advantage that it can be 

used throughout the whole acceleration cycle. Thus the energy 

file://t:/L-
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spectrum 8-400 GeV is continuously accessible in pulse per pulse 

bases. The detectors are solid state,covering the recoil 

energies of several MeV to several hundred MeV. The tarçet 

absorption of such low energy recoiling protons in conventional 

liquid hydrogen targets is prohibitive. With hydrogen gas jet 

densities and detectors sharing the main accelerator vacuum the 

absorption is negligible. 

The ^«périment measured very precisely the angular dis

tribution of elastic protons or deuterons in the |t| range 

0.001 < \t\ < 0.12 (GeV/c) over the whole available s range 

10-800. The results are shown in Fig. 23, The other fundamen

tal measurement of this experimental group is the determination 

of the (3= j~£> phase of the strongly interacting scattering 

amplitude. This was our labs first indirect corroboration of 

an earlier XSR result of rising the total cross section. The 

results are shown in Fig. 24. 

4) The production of high transverse momenta hadrons 

in proton nucléon collisions. Princeton Univer

sity-University of Chicago Collaboration 

Experiment £-100. Proton Lab 

In the East branch of the primary proton beam, in the 

Proton area, the ^ 2-3 x 10 protons are incident on a W, Be 

or Ti target. At an angle of 77 mrad, (̂  4.5'), corresponding 

to 90° in the C M . a secondary spectrometer is set up to detect 

charged particles. Partiel" separation is accomplished by the 

use of a 26 m long Cerenkov counter. The experiment than consists 
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in r.easurinq momentum swctrur. of parti.-les produced at this 
anqlc. Kl-.at is remarkable is that tin- momentum spectrum has been 
measured over a vast range of part- le intensities, in fact 12 
orders o£ magnitude. The moratTiti:n range extends to 8 GeV/c P.. 
The surprising result is th.»-. at high P± there is a departure from 
the ample exponential falloff which is more pronounced the higher 
the incident beam momentum. One way to explain such a departure 
is to imagine the exchange c£ hadron constituents (quarks) between 
the target and the projectal. Under such circumstances the new, 
perhaps much stronger, force can impart so large a momentum to the 
scattering particle. In any case, such large momentum transfers 
have never been measured before and in this experiment hint to 
che possibility to a much deeper look (1/100 Fermi's) into the 
hadron itself. The results are shown in Fig. 25. 

In summary, what can be said of the results of the listed 
experiments (E-104, E-7, E-100, E-186, E-36, and E-21)? Using 
either hadrons or neutrinos as a probe, they all hint of a new 
dynamical picture opening up at these energies. It is true that 
nobody has detected a free quark (parton) and maybe nobody ever 
will. But what the static picture of hadrons indicated, an 
underlining infra-structure accounting for their spins, masses, 
etc., is now dynamically explored. He know the total cross sections 
are rising, even in the 100 GeV range. The neutrino cross sections 
are also rising much more rapidly. To impart such an enormous 
momentum transfer,hadrons cannot be just homogenous mushy balls, 
there has to be some hard core constituency there inside them. 



J L is ho[;eO LhaL tht'.se and cthi?r i cl lcwiiiu deeper looks i :V.o 

subnucli_-ar wsrld,shall corplete t^c pieces of the puzzle :n our 
generation. 

This report would he incomplete if it did not mention the 
people--the physicists and engineers who make the machines ant: 
man the experiments. It is most Eortunate that R. R. Wilson has 
taken the job of building and directing the Fermiiab. The whole 
new spirit is imparted into the field by him. Ko longer are 
machine builders and experimentalists two different camps—those 
who build machines and those who use them. The new philosophy 
is that builders and experimenters aie one ai:u the same group 
of people. The machine is no longer just a service tool which 
you tap on or off when you want particles—it is a tool and 
experiment itself. One can say that experiments begin at the 
moment the protons leave their plasma cloud in the ion source. 
With such a permeating spirit it would not be surprising that 
should compelling experimental results point toward 1000 GeV 
or even 5000 GeV the same group of pe )ple will rally to push 
and build such a machine. We would improvise/innovate, and explore 
but never stop—such is the spirit at Fermiiab. Thanks to that 
spirit imparted by R. R. Wilson, the machine designed originally 
for 200 GeV now runs at 400 and soon even higher. Thanks to the 
physicists working on the machine it is the highest intensity 
machine in the world (10 ppp) and it will go to 10 , or the 
effort to push toward that will never stop. To list all the 
people, the list would be 1000 names long. And in conclusion it 
is a grand feeling to belong to that thousand. 

-••.'^*<%i\<i&s&*i,-'..;î$&à , .̂to,.-/-',"-," ->-..,•?,<. 



fig. S F-lascic scalterv ; experiment E-7 experimental layout. 

r";g. 9 K-7 Cerenkcv counter pressure curves at 100 GeV/c. 
F:g. 10 - p elastic differential cross sections as measured 

by E-7 (preliminary data). 

Fie. 13 rarticle antiparticle differential elastic cross sections 
at 100 GeV/c. 

Fie. 12 Slope parameters of the forward diffracted peaks for 
-'s, K's, and P's. 

Fig. 13 E-104 differential Cerenkov counter curve. 
Fig. 14- Preliminary data of the total cross section exDeriment 

19 J-104. 
Fig. 20 Neutrino total cross sections (E-21) . 

Fig. 21 tlydrogen jet target schematic diagram. 
Fig. 22 Oscilloscope traces showing M.R. magnet cycle, beam 

intensity and jet injection parameters. 

Fig, 23 Slope parameter b vs. energy as measured in pp elastic 
collisions by the use nf '_l'o hydrogen jet target. 

Fig. 24 R.T.ii, of rs.-.l to )i;i.ujinary part of the scattering 
arri.: itucio vs. energy (E-36) . 

Tig. 25 -i -yield LLI . ,nrad as a function of P, Tor two incident 
proton energies 200 and 300 HeV. ** 
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